
A GENERALIZATION OF LAPLACE'S METHOD1

W. FULKS2

1. Introduction. In many instances one is concerned with the

asymptotic behavior of a function as two or more parameters become

large simultaneously. One example is that of Bessel functions of large

order and argument. Another is the case of the incomplete gamma

function T(a + 1, x) where both a and x become large. If one sets

both a and x proportional to a large parameter the problem is re-

duced to the simpler case of a single parameter which can be investi-

gated quite easily by, for example, Laplace's method. (This reduction

is also made in the case of the Bessel function Jr(z) which may then

be treated by the method of steepest descents.) However useful this

may be, it throws little light on the character of the function when a

and x are in some sense nearly equal as they grow large, say when

a — x = o(x). Thus it seems worth while to investigate functions in

which two parameters are not rigidly bound together, but are al-

lowed more relative freedom.

For functions involving only one large parameter Laplace's method

has proved to be a valuable tool. One considers an integral of the

form

J   f(t) exp [-k(b(t)]dt
J a

where <p(t) has a flat minimum at some interior point to ((j>'(to)=0,

(p"(to)>0) as ¿—>+ «¡. One assumes 4> has only one such point, for if

it had a finite number the integral can be reduced to a finite number

of integrals each such that (p has only one minimum in the range of

integration. Under reasonably relaxed conditions one shows3 that

. : /    2x1 X1'2
7~/(f0) exp [-¿0(<o)JI ) as ¿->+<».

\k(t> (h)/

In the present paper we shall investigate a generalization of La-

place's method where we consider integrals of the form
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Ih.k = j /(/)exp [-¡up(t) + fy(t)]dt

where h and ¿ both grow but h faster than ¿, say. In which case the

neighborhoods of the minimal points of <p could be expected to give

the most important contributions. Again we shall assume we have

only one minimal point. We shall simplify even further by splitting

the integral at the minimum. Hence we shall assume the single mini-

mum occurs at one end, say the lower, which we take to be the origin.

By dividing out constant factors we can normalize to <p(0) =^(0) =0.

We shall need to expand our functions near the origin. All of the re-

quirements will be covered by the following general assumptions,

which will hereafter be referred to as assumptions A:

Ai. <p(0)=<p'(0)=0, <f>"(0)>0, 4>(t)ECz in 7:   -r,<t<r¡ = b and
<p(t) is positive and nondecreasing in 0<t = b;

A2. ^(0)=0, ip(t)EC2 in I, \f/(t) is real and continuous in 0^t = b;

As. f(t)EL, 0 = t^b,f(t) continuous att = Q and f(0)^0;
At. h, ¿->+oo, k = o(h).

Some of these conditions could be relaxed. For example, yp(t) need

not be continuous in the whole interval: we need the existence of the

integral and effective boundedness of \p. Condition A2 gives us both.

Further, if b = + °o, A3 may be relaxed to f(t) EL for every finite sub-

interval and existence of the integral for sufficiently large h and ¿.

2. Statement of results. Throughout the remainder of the paper

we shall use

A
A ~ B    to mean    lim — =1,

B

and all limits will mean the limit as both h and k tend to + °° in the

prescribed manner. A similar remark applies to order symbols.

Under the assumptions A we shall consider the integral

=   f /(/)exp [-h<t>(t) + ty(t)]dt
Jo

and prove the results stated below. First we consider cases under

which the behavior of hq>(t) at the origin completely determines the

integral.

Theorem 1. If either k = o(h112) or ip'(0) =0, then
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Next are the two cases in which the behavior of bp(t) at the origin

plays a significant role:

Theorem 2. If 0 <lim inf ¿/ä1/2 and lim sup k/h112 < «, then

1 /    2x   V'2

\2(j>"(0)h/l       x1'2        (2Ä*"(0))»«J

(here Erf z = ffc-^du).

Theorem 3. Ifhl'2 = o(k) andi¡/'(0)<0, then

/(0)
U.i '

W(0)

And finally we have the case in which the behavior of 4> and \(/ near,

not only at, the origin becomes important.

Theorem 4. If h1'2 = o(k) and \p'(0)>0, then

h,k~f(P) (j~^)    exp [-H(r) + bp(r)\

where r is defined by h4>'(r) =¿^'(r).

The last theorem is in terms of the quantity r which depends, to a

very great extent, upon the precise relation between h and ¿. If one

makes more stringent assumptions the result can be given a more

explicit form. For example we state the following corollary.

Corollary. 7/^'(0)>0, hl/2 = o(k), and k = o(h2'3), then

' h,k '

/    2x   \1/2       /^'2(0)¿2\

,/(0)W'(0)/   exp W'(0) h)'

Clearly, if the minimal point for (¡> occurs in the interior of the

range of integration (which point can be taken as origin) one gets

double the result in the case of Theorem 1. If, however, hll2 = o(k)

and ^'(0)^0, the integral can be reduced to two integrals of the

form Ih,k. In one of these ^'(0)>0 and in the other ^'(0)<0. The

contribution from the one with positive ^'(0) obviously dominates.

In the case of Theorem 2, one doubles the result and sets the error

function equal to zero, for in the addition of the two integrals the

error functions from the two sides have opposite signs.
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3. Proofs. We first want to estimate the value of r defined by

h<p'(r) = fop'(t) . This equation can be written

tb'"(t }
Jup"(0)t + h-— r2 = kf(0) + fop"(t2)r

where h and t2 are between t and the origin. Solving this quadratic

equation in t, and using the boundedness of (p'"(ti) and ip"(t2), we

see that

V(0)k

4>"(0)h
°Q-

In particular, as is easily seen from the definition, r is zero if i^'(0) = 0.

We shall prove the theorems under the assumption that/(¿) = l,

Q—t — b, then later remove this. To this end we consider the integral

7i =  f  exp [-h(<b(t) - <t>(r)) + k(Ht) - Hr))]dt
Jo

Jo J c

b

= h + h

where, given a sufficiently small e>0, we choose c so small that

0 <<p"(0) -e/2 è<p"(t) ú<p"(0) +e/2 for 0 = t = c. Let M be max | xp(t) |,

Q — t^b. Using the fact that r = o(l) we see that, for sufficiently

large h and ¿,

h i (b - c) exp [-h<b(c) + h<p(r) + 2kM] g exp [-h<p(c)/2].

If we expand <p(t)  and yp(t)  about t = r and recall that fap' (t)

= k\p'(r), we obtain

72 = J "exp [- - h(*"(ti) - y iTC*)) Ö - T^dt

where h and t2 are between / and r. We now break this up into the

sum of the integrals from 0 to t, and from r to c. In the first we sub-

stitute t — T= —y/h112, and in the second t — r=y/h112. This gives us

i   rThl12     r   / k       \ i   i

/2 = ¡W0     ^[-{^)--hr^))-y2\dy

+ ̂ io expL-T(^i)-T^))y2J¿y.

It is clear from equation (B) that we must distinguish three cases
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according as the range of integration of the first integral becomes zero,

stays finite, or becomes infinite. We first suppose that k = o(h112) so

that rh112 vanishes in the limit. For sufficiently large h and k the

bracket in the exponential in the first integral is bounded above by

2Af', say, and below by m>0, and we have from (B) that

I    /. (c-t)m/2       pi -i

— jo exP L" 7 <*"(°) + e^2J dy + re-"'^ g 72

I     p (e-r)M/> r       \ -i

= r + — Jo       exP [- y (*"(°> - *)y'\ dy-

We multiply this inequality by ¿1/2 and let h—><x> :

1 /       2x      X1'2
— (-)    < lim inf hll2h = lim inf Al'27i < lim sup h^Ii
2 V*"(0) + e J    - -

1 /       2x       V'2
= limsupÄ1'272a—(--)    •

2 W'(0) - 6 /

But 7i is independent of e. Thus if we let e—>0, we have

1 /   2x  X1'2
lim Â»'27i = — (-)    ,

2 Ww
from which

Ih.k

1 /    2x   \1'2

lU  «P t-WM +«Ml.

and by expanding — a^>(t)+¿^(t) about the origin we see that

exp [ — h(b(r) + ¿^(r)] ~1.

Since for \¡/'(0) =0 we have r = 0 for all h, ¿, the above estimates are

valid if we have merely ¿ = o(A) and ^'(0)=0. This establishes

Theorem 1 for the special case/=l.

Now we turn to Theorem 2 in which, for sufficiently large A and ¿,

¿/A1/2 is bounded away from both 0 and ». Let us consider the

quantity

/.*'(0)*/*"(0)M/2 r       i -i

/, = ¥<2I2 - J exp I - - (b"(0)y2\ dy

\<t>"(o)J       (2h4>"(0)yi2

i1'2 tf'(O)*
= A»'»/, -   -     - )    Erf
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From(B) we have that

7i = J" '      exp [- y (*"(0 - y f'w) ?2] ¿y

X*'(0H/«V'(o)M/J r        j -i
exp^-_^(0)v2Jay

/• «^>w,í      ri/ ¿       \  i
+ J exp 1^- -\^"(h) - -r(h)) f |dy.

Denoting by D the difference of the first two integrals, we have

X*'(0)*/«"0»M/2 r        i -i
exp|^-y*"(0)y2J

• jexp[- j(*"(h) - <t>"(0) - y *"w)?2] - ljáy

^^'(o)*/*"(o)w/ä ri/ ¿        \   "l
+ + 0(l/^'2) exp   - -U"(ti) - -r(h))f   dy.

The second integral vanishes as h—► «> since the integrand is bounded

and the range of integration vanishes. Thus

D = K \  max | <t>"(h) - <b"(0) I + — max    I rp"(t2) \\

y. *'(0)*/*"(0)Mft / J V

X Jo exp j- - «" (0)y2j y2dy + o(l)

where K is a constant. Clearly the bracket [ ] vanishes as h—*+ <*>

and the integral is finite. Hence D = o(l).

If we let A—►+ oo we then have

1 /       2tt      V/2
— (-)    ^ lim inf 7i
2 W'(0) + i/

r /  2  y2 uv'(o)¿   i
= lim inf    *»/*/! - (-)     Erf ——-

L W'(0)/ W(0))1/2J

r               /    2    V'2             *'(0)¿     1
= lim sup   A»/»/, _ (-)     Erf-^-^-

L W'W (2W(0))i'2J
1 /       2x      \1/2

= lim sup Ji — — I-1    .
2\<t,"(0)-J
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Again let e—>0, and we can estimate

r^'2(o)¿n

to obtain

h.k~
i /  2x y2^ r*"(o)*nr      2 grf    y(o)k   -1

2 \0"(O)A/    CXP |_2A*"(0)J L       x1'2   F   (2H"(0)y 1*1'

which proves Theorem 2 for/si.

We jump now to Theorem 4. We easily estimate from (B) that

J exp^-y(«"(0) + t)y2J¿y

+ Jo exp I - - O"(0) + e)y2\ dy Z ft"*/,

ru"       r    i -|

-Jo    «p [~ 7 (*"(0) ~ €)y,_ry
/.  (c-T)hM pi "I

+ Jo exp ̂- - (>"(0) - a)y2J dy

By the same method as before we let h—>», e—>0 and obtain the result

/    2x   X1'2
lK,k ~ (j—^j    exp [- A*(T) + ft*(r) ]

and, under the additional assumption that k = o(h213), we easily

estimate the exponential by expanding the exponent around the

origin and obtain

'■h,h '

/    2x   X1'2        ["\A'2(0)¿H
WW   expL2«"(0)J'

This establishes both Theorem 4 and the corollary, for/=l.

We treat Theorem 3 by working directly with Ih¡k. Let e>0 be

given, choose c as before and also so that 0>\l''(0)+e^4/'(t)^\[/'(0)

— e, O^t^c. Then break up the integral as before

. 6

= U + h.

Then

hú(b- c) exp [-h<p(c) + kM] g exp |-*0(c)l
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for h sufficiently large. And clearly

f 'exp [-h(<t>"(0) + e)t2 + ¿ty/(0) - e)t\ dt

= 74 = f  exp I"-h(<p"(0) - t)t2 + k(tP'(0) + t)t\ dt.

In order to estimate further we investigate the behavior of

J2=  \    exp [-hyt2 - k8t]dt
Jo

where 7, 8 are positive constants. By completing the square and mak-

ing an obvious change of variable we get

/ ¿2¿2 \      /. c{.hy)U*+ktl2{hy)Vl

J2-exp (-) e-'*dt
(A?)1'2        \4Ä7/J*ä/2()iT)>"

1 / k282\ ( (• cW2      c *«/2(*t)i'

" "(AyT^ CXP \4Ä7/ I Jo " Jo
c(AY)l/S+*i/2(*7)l/2-\

} <rt2dt.
c(At)/.

The last integral is clearly dominated by

k8 L k282 )

2A7 UA7 ' '

which vanishes exponentially. Estimating the other two integrals by

the asymptotic expansion of the error function we obtain

1        1      / h\
J2 = — + — OÍ — ).

¿5       k     \ ¿7

Now inequality (C) becomes

1      /¿\       11                           111      /h\
— o[ — )-= h=-1-Of — ).
k      \k2J        k   ^P'(0) - e krP'(0) + e        k      \k2/

We multiply by ¿, let h—><x>, then let e—>0 and we have finally

1
7a,k ~ —

fop'(0)

It remains only to remove the restriction on /(/). For Theorems

1, 2, 4 it is sufficient to show that
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7e = A1'2  f    |/(0-/(0)] exp [-Afo(f) - *(t))
«/o

+ ¿(^)-^))]¿/=o(l).

Let €>0 be given; choose c as before and with the additional restric-

tion that |/(í)-/(0)| áe, O^t^c. Then

|/«| ¿ *¿1/2 f'exp [-*(*(<)) - *(t)) + A(*(i) - *(r))]áí + o(l);
•/o

let A—> «> :

| 7j | á e-constant.

Let e—>0, and this establishes the result.

A similar estimate for Theorem 3 is easy :

J»=- k f   exp [-**(/) + ¿iKO] | /(<) - /(0) | A

á e¿ f   exp [-A^)(0 + bp(t)]dt + o(\).
Jo

Now let ¿—> oo, e—K). This completes the proofs.

4. An application. We shall investigate the behavior of

T(a + 1, x) =   I    e~uuadu, x, a > 0,

when x and a are "nearly" equal.4 Set u=x(t+l) and a = x+y where

y = o(x) and get

r(* + y + 1, x)

= e-xx*+y+1 f   exp [-«(/ - log (1 + t)) + y log (1 + t)]dt.
Jo

By applying our theory to the integral we have immediately

(1) if y = o(x112), then

r(x+ y+ 1, x) ~l — )   e-^^+iH-i/2
/x\1/2

(7)   rv*

4 Professor F. G. Tricomi has investigated the asymptotic character of the incom-

plete gamma function, and his results are to be published in the Mathematische

Zeitschrift. In fact our interest in this problem arose from a reading of his paper. Our

formulas (1) and (2) are equivalent to the first two terms of his formula (27).
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(2) if 0<lim inf |y|/xl'2and lim sup |y|/x1'2< <=o, then

T(x + y + 1, *) ~ ( — )    e»,'2l-Ix^^1'2 |l +-Erf ——1 ;
V        ' \2) L        7T1'2        (2x)!/2J

(3) if y>0 and x1'2 = o(y), then

( x + y\*+*
r(x + y + 1, *) ~ Í —-^-J    (2t*)1'*;

(4) ify<0andx1'2 = o(|y|),then

1
T(x + y + 1, x) ~-xx+"+1e-x.

y
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A RESIDUE THEOREM FOR FINITE
BLASCHKE PRODUCTS

MAURICE HEINS

1. Finite Blaschke products have long played a central role in

the theory of bounded analytic functions, appearing frequently as

functions enjoying various extremal properties. The present note is

concerned with one such extremal property and its implications. Our

principal result is:

If a finite Blaschke product has poles in the finite plane, then for at

least one such pole the residue does not vanish.

Of course the presence of a simple pole in the finite plane renders

the theorem trivial. However if one considers the case of a finite

Blaschke product which is even and all of whose poles are multiple,

then the existence of a nonzero residue is much more concealed. For

the evenness of the Blaschke product would force the coefficient of

z-1 in its expansion at » to vanish so that the presence of residues

of the desired type would escape detection on examination of the

residue at oo ; on the other hand a direct study of the residues cor-

responding to the finite poles, while not out of the realm of possibil-

ity, leads in the case of a large number of poles to a computational

morass. A further complicating factor is revealed by examples (§5)

of finite Blaschke products with residue vanishing at some finite pole.

2. We recall that a finite Blaschke product is a rational function

admitting a representation of the form
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